Christmas Gift Card Holder
Personalize an impersonal gift with a hand-made gift card holder.

Supplies:

















Whisper White Cardstock 4”x9 ⅝” + scraps
Merry Moments Designer Series Paper 3 pieces: 3 ⅞”x1 ⅝”, 3 ⅞”x 2 ⅝”, 3 ⅞”x 2 ½”
Mossy Meadow Classic Stampin’ Pad
Memento Tuxedo Black Stamp Pad
Lots of Joy stamp set
Tree Punch
Word Window Punch
Large Oval Punch
Extra Large Oval Punch
Simply Scored Tool
SNAIL
Stampin’ Dimensionals
Fast Fuse Adhesive
Bone Folder
Pencil
Gift Card
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Instructions:


















Score the Whisper White Cardstock, using the Simply Scored Tool, at 1 ¾”, 4 ½”, 5 ¾” and 7”
Fold and crease each of the score lines using the Bone Folder - you’ll have a 1 ¼” popped up
fold, this is what you will work with in the next step
Place the gift card against the fold, and use the pencil to make a small mark on the Whisper
White Cardstock at each edge of the gift card
Use the Word Window Punch to punch a slot across the edge of the fold, using the pencil marks
as a guide – you’ll punch twice, once at each pencil mark. Use scissors to trim the excess
cardstock in the center. (This will make more sense after you watch the video)
Unfold, and place the Large Oval Punch into the slot you’ve just created. Punch ½ of an oval
from one side of the slot.
Fasten the 2 halves of the pop up slot together using Fast Fuse. Test that your gift card fits into
the slot
Stamp the sentiment on the inside of the gift card holder using Memento Tuxedo Black
Attach the 3 pieces of Merry Moments Designer Series Paper to the outside of the gift card
holder using SNAIL
Ink the Christmas tree stamp with Mossy Meadow ink, and stamp onto a scrap of Whisper White
cardstock – stamp 3 times without reinking the stamp to get 3 different shades of green trees
Punch out the stamped trees with the Tree Punch
Attach the lightest colored tree to the top outer flap of the gift card holder using SNAIL – see
picture for placement. Use scissors to trim the portion of the tree that extends below the edge of
the cardstock.
Attach the remaining two trees to the bottom outer flap, using Stampin’ Dimensionals – see
picture for placement
Stamp “Merry Christmas” onto a scrap of Whisper White cardstock using Memento Tuxedo
Black, and punch out using the Extra Large Oval Punch
Place one Stampin’ Dimensional onto the bottom flap, between the two trees, and place the
punched & stamped oval onto the Stampin’ Dimensional
The gift card holder closes by tucking the top
flap behind the punched trees on the bottom
flap

